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Plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon modes in graphene in the presence of a driving electric field
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We present a theoretical study of the plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon modes induced by intraband
electron-electron interaction in graphene in the presence of driving dc electric field. We find that the electric field
dependence of these collective excitation modes in graphene differs significantly from that in a conventional
two-dimensional electron gas with a parabolic energy spectrum. This is due mainly to the fact that graphene has
a linear energy spectrum and the Fermi velocity of electrons in graphene is much larger than the drift velocity of
electrons. The obtained results demonstrate that the plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon modes in graphene
can be tuned by applying not only the gate voltage but also the source-to-drain field. The manipulation of plasmon
and coupled plasmon-phonon modes by source-to-drain voltage can let graphene be more conveniently applied
as an advanced plasmonic material.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The plasmon is a kind of collective oscillation of electrons
in an electron gas system. Its interactions with a light
field enable us to manipulate the electromagnetic energy
at subwavelength scales [1]. Based on unique features of
plasmon oscillations, plasmonics has become an important
and fast-growing field of scientific research in recent years.
Plasmonics is making an impact on many technological
areas including terahertz technology [2], light harvesting [3],
quantum information processing [4], and invisibility cloaks
[5], to mention but a few. It is known that the noble metals,
which are regarded as excellent plasmonic materials [6], are
hardly tunable and exhibit large Ohmic losses that limit their
applications in optical processing devices. In 2009, Jablan
et al. [7] demonstrated that the plasmon in graphene can have
very low Ohmic losses in infrared bandwidth and, therefore,
proposed that such a feature can be utilized for nanophotonic
device applications. Many experimental [8–11] and theoretical
[12,13] findings have shown that the basic features of plasmon
in graphene differ significantly from those in conventional
two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) systems, such as much
stronger field confinement, higher wave velocity, longer
propagation length, better tunability via electrostatic gating,
etc. These interesting and important features of plasmon in
graphene have allowed us to consider that graphene is also
an excellent plasmonic material. It can be applied for some
areas of plasmonic technology for electro-optical processing
that have so far been difficult to achieve with conventional
metallic plasmonic materials [14,15].

It has been realized that the plasmon modes in graphene
on a dielectric wafer can be efficiently tuned by, e.g., simply
applying a gate voltage. This can alter the electron density
in graphene and, thus, change the corresponding plasmon
frequency. As we know, the plasmon modes in conventional
2DEG systems depend sensitively on a driving dc electric field
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applied along the 2D plane of the 2DEG [16–18]. In such a
case, a Doppler-type of shift in plasmon frequency can be
observed. The application of a driving electric field can lead to
the generation of plasmon emission. Therefore, it is necessary
and significant to examine the plasmon modes in graphene
driven by a dc electric field. Generally, when a driving electric
field is applied to an electron gas, the electrons are not in
equilibrium states anymore. The nonequilibrium distribution
of electrons has to be taken into consideration in order to
study the physical properties induced by electron-electron
interaction. As a result, the plasmon modes of an electron gas
can be affected strongly by the driving electric field. Because
an electron in graphene is with a linear energy spectrum, it is
expected that the dependence of plasmon modes in graphene
on a driving electric field can differ greatly from that in
a conventional 2DEG. Moreover, the plasmon frequency in
graphene ranges from terahertz to infrared bandwidth [12,19]
and the optical phonon energy in it is about 196 mev. Thus,
the plasmon can strongly couple with the optic-phonon modes
in graphene. Hence, it is worth also to look into how the
driving dc electric filed can affect the coupled plasmon-phonon
modes in graphene. In this article, we present a detailed
theoretical investigation on the plasmon and coupled plasmon-
phonon modes in graphene driven by dc electric field at room
temperature.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

Our previous theoretical study [19] has shown that the
collective excitations of electrons in graphene can be achieved
via intraband and interband electronic transition channels. The
intraband plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon excitations
are free of Landau damping, whereas the interband collective
excitations are damped by the Landau damping effect due
to single-particle excitation. Therefore, in the present study
we investigate the plasmon and the coupled plasmon-phonon
modes via intraband transition channel in graphene. We
consider a graphene sheet on top of a dielectric wafer such as
SiO2 or Si. The conducting carriers in graphene are electrons in
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the presence of a positive gate voltage and the electron density
in graphene can be tuned by the applied gated voltage Vg . In
the presence of an in-plane source-to-drain electric voltage Vsd

(taken along the x direction of the graphene sheet), the driving
electric field is Fx = Vsd/L with L being the length for source-
to-drain electrodes. The wave function and energy spectrum
for an electron in graphene are, respectively, E(k) = γ |k| and
ψk(r) = |k〉 = 2−1/2[1,eiφ]eik·r. Here r = (x,y), k = (kx,ky)
is the wave vector for an electron along the graphene sheet,
γ = �vF with vF = 108 cm/s being the Fermi velocity, and φ

is the angle between k and the x direction. Under the standard
random phase approximation (RPA), the dielectric function in
the absence of phonon scattering is given as [19]

εee(q,ω) = 1 − Vq

2

∑
k

(1 + Akq)�(k,q,ω), (1)

where Vq = 2πe2/κq is the 2D Fourier transform of the
Coulomb potential, κ is the high-frequency dielectric constant
of graphene, q = (qx,qy) is the momentum change during an
electron-electron scattering event, Akq = (k + q cos θ )/|k +
q|, and θ is the angle between k and q. In the presence of
optic-phonon scattering, the dielectric function can be obtained
by using the self-consistent field theory [19], which results in

εep(q,�) = 1 − Vq

2

∑
k

(1 + Akq)�(k,q,�)

−D(ωq,�)
∑

k

|U (k,q)|2�(k,q,�), (2)

where q is also the phonon wave vector due to momentum
conservation law for electron-phonon coupling, |U (k,q)|2 is
the square of the electron-phonon interaction matrix element,
and D(ωq,�) = 2�ωq/[(��)2 − (�ωq)2] is the phonon propa-
gator with �ωq being the phonon energy. For graphene, the
optic-phonon energy is �ωq = 196 meV and |U (k,q)|2 �
g2γ 2 for electron coupling with optic phonons on the basis of a
valence-force-field model [20]. Here, g = �(B/b2)/

√
2ρ�ωq

with ρ � 6.5 × 10−8 g/cm2 being the areal density of the
graphene sheet, B � 2 is a dimensionless parameter, and
b = a/

√
3 is the equilibrium bond length with a = 1.42 Å.

Furthermore, the density-density correlation function (or pair
bubble) is given as

�(k,q,ω) = gsgv

F[E(k + q)] − F[E(k)]

�ω + E(k + q) − E(k) + iδ
, (3)

with F(E) being the energy distribution function for electrons
and gs = 2 and gv = 2 counting, respectively, the spin and
valley degeneracy.

In the presence of a driving dc electric field, the electrons in
graphene are accelerated and heated. As a result, they are not
in the equilibrium states anymore. The often-used equilibrium
distribution functions, such as the Fermi-Dirac function and
Maxwell function, cannot be employed to describe accurately
the electron distribution in the system. Generally speaking, the
nonequilibrium electron distribution function can be obtained
by, e.g., solving the corresponding Boltzmann equation or the
Monte Carlo method [21]. From a practical point of view,
one often takes the modified equilibrium distribution function
to describe the nonequilibrium distribution of electrons in

an electron gas. In particular, one can assume [22,23] the
nonequilibrium energy distribution for electrons in graphene
to be asF[E(k)] � f [E(k∗)], where k∗ = (kx − kF vx/vF ,ky)
is the momentum drifted by electron velocity vx , kF = √

πne

is the Fermi wave vector with ne being the electron density,
and f (E) = [e(E−μ)/kBTe + 1]−1 is the modified Fermi-Dirac
distribution function with Te being the electron temperature
and μ the Fermi energy (or chemical potential). By applying
the balance equation approach on the basis of the Boltzmann
equation, vx and Te can be determined by solving self-
consistently the momentum- and energy-balance equations in
which electronic scattering mechanisms are included [22].

In the absence of phonon scattering, the plasmon mode is
determined by Reεee(q,ω) → 0. At a long-wavelength (q →
0) limit, the plasmon frequency for graphene driven by an
electric field is obtained as

ω2 = ω2
pC(ϕ), (4)

where ωp = (2e2EF q/�
2κ)1/2 is the plasmon frequency in the

absence of the driving dc electric field at low-temperature limit
T → 0, EF = γ kF is the Fermi energy in graphene at T → 0,
ϕ is the angle between the plasmon wave vector q and the x

axis, and

C(ϕ) = 1

π

∫ ∞

0

∫ π

0
dφdx F (x,φ)

× [sin2(φ − ϕ) + sin2(φ + ϕ)]. (5)

Here F (x,φ) = (e(αEF −μ)/kBTe + 1)−1 with α =√
x2 + (vx/vF )2 − 2x(vx/vF ) cos φ. When the driving

electric field Fx is absent, the plasmon frequency in graphene
shows no angular dependence. As Fx is applied, the electron
drift velocity vx is generated. Thus, the symmetry of the
sample geometry is broken and the plasmon frequency has an
angular dependence.

In the presence of phonon coupling, the coupled plasmon-
phonon mode is determined by Reεep(q,�) → 0. At a long-
wavelength limit, we obtain two excitation modes as

�± = 1√
2

[(
ω2

q + ω2
) ±

√(
ω2

q − ω2
)2 + 4ω4

Q

] 1
2 , (6)

where ω4
Q = 2ωqg

2γ 2q2EF C(ϕ)/�
3π and ω is the plasmon

frequency for graphene given by Eq. (4). In the presence of a
driving electric field, the coupled plasmon-phonon modes also
show an angular dependence.

III. FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS

In the present study, we consider a vacuum/graphene/SiO2

device, which was used for the measurement of high-field
transport properties of graphene [24]. In such a device,
the major scattering centers to limit electron mobility in
graphene are the charged impurities, the acoustic phonons
via deformation potential coupling, and the optic phonons via
polar optic coupling. By including these electronic scattering
mechanisms within the balance-equation approach on the
basis of the Boltzmann equation, we have calculated the drift
electron velocity vx and electron temperature Te in graphene at
a given electric field strength Fx via solving self-consistently
the momentum- and energy-balance equations [22]. Thus, we
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have obtained the corresponding I -Vsd characteristics for dif-
ferent electron densities (or gate voltages) and achieved good
agreement with the experimental findings both qualitatively
and quantitatively. It should be noted that the presence of the
dielectric SiO2 layer in a vacuum/graphene/SiO2 system can
affect the plasmon modes in graphene mainly for two reasons.
First, because of the mismatch of the dielectric constants at
interface of the structure, the well-known mirror image effect
is present. Hence, the effective dielectric constant in graphene
has to be evaluated from the bare dielectric constants for
vacuum, graphene, and the SiO2 wafer using the mirror image
method via [12,25,26]: κ = (1 + κSiO2 )/2 � 2.5. We note
that one often takes κ = 1 for suspended graphene [19,26].
This is the main reason why the plasmon frequency in a
vacuum/graphene/dielectric-wafer device is lower than that
in freestanding graphene. A more detailed and comprehensive
study on the effect of the dielectric wafer layer on plasmon
modes in graphene was reported recently [27]. Second, in
a vacuum/graphene/SiO2 device the charged impurities are
mainly located in the SiO2 layer [22,28]. The charged impurity
scattering is the major scattering mechanism to limit electron
mobility (or velocity) in graphene at low temperatures T <

20 K [22,28]. Therefore, the charged impurities in SiO2

layer can affect the plasmon frequency at relatively low
temperatures. In fact, the impurity scattering can enhance the
screening of electrons and lead to the softening of the plasmon
frequency. This is a typical result for one- and two-dimensional
electronic systems where the scattering by the impurities
strongly affects the plasmon dispersion [29–31].

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the previous work [32] we have shown the dependence
of drift electron velocity vx and electron temperature Te on
Fx by solving self-consistently the momentum- and energy-
balance equations in which the electron interactions with
charged impurities, acoustic phonons, and optic phonons are
considered. The obtained results agree both qualitatively and
quantitatively with those from experimental measurements
[24]. In this study, we take the same theoretical approach as
documented in Ref. [22] to calculate vx and Te at a given Fx

and, from them, to calculate the frequencies of the plasmon and
coupled plasmon-phonon modes in graphene in the presence
of Fx . All results presented in this parer are obtained for room
temperature T = 300 K.

Figure 1 shows the angular dependence of plasmon fre-
quency in graphene for different driving electric fields at a
fixed electron density and q = kF . We notice the following
features. (i) The plasmon frequency depends very little on
the angle ϕ for a relatively small driving electric field, e.g.,
at Fx = 2 kV/cm. The stronger dependence of the plasmon
frequency on ϕ can be observed at a larger electric field, e.g.,
at Fx = 15 kV/cm. (ii) The maximum plasmon frequency
appears at ϕ = 90◦. (iii) The plasmon frequency decreases
monotonously with increasing driving electric field Fx over
all ϕ angles. However, the plasmon frequency in graphene
shows a much weaker dependence on angle ϕ than that in
a conventional 2DEG. It is known that in a conventional
2DEG driven by a dc electric field, the plasmon frequency
shows a Doppler-type of shift corresponding to [16,17]:

FIG. 1. The angular dependence of plasmon frequency in
graphene at the fixed electron density and q = kF � 1.77 ×
106 cm−1 for different driving electric fields. For Fx = 2, 5, 10,
and 15 kV/cm, the corresponding drift velocities and electron
temperatures are, respectively, 5.9 × 106, 10.6 × 106, 14.9 × 106,
17.6 × 106 cm/s, and 367, 474, 607, 712 K. The solid squares
correspond to the fitting ω2 = ω2(Te) − (vxqcosϕ)2 for different
electric fields.

ω = ω′
p + vx · q = ω′

p + vxqcosϕ, with ω′
p being the plasmon

frequency in the absence of the driving electric field. Thus,
the plasmon frequency in a conventional 2DEG depends very
strongly on Fx via electron drift velocity vx and, therefore,
on the angle ϕ. This implies the following features. (i) The
stronger dependence of the plasmon frequency on ϕ can be
observed at a larger electric field, similar to that in graphene.
(ii) The maximum plasmon frequency appears at ϕ = 0◦
and the minimum is at ϕ = 180◦, different from the case of
graphene. (iii) The plasmon frequency increases with driving
electric field when ϕ = (0◦,90◦), whereas it decreases with
increasing Fx when ϕ = (90◦,180◦), in sharp contrast to that
in graphene. There are two major reasons why the plasmon
frequency in graphene depends rather weakly on the angle
ϕ. First, the angular dependence of the plasmon frequency is
determined by the energy and momentum conservation laws
during the electronic transition events. The Fermi velocity
of electrons in graphene is normally much bigger than the
drift velocity of electrons so that vx/vF 
 1. Thus, vx has
a weaker effect on plasmon frequency, as shown by Eqs. (4)
and (5). As a result, the plasmon frequency depends weakly
on ϕ in graphene. Second, the electrons in graphene have a
linear energy spectrum, which differs significantly from the
parabolic energy spectrum for electrons in a conventional
2DEG. Practically, it is difficult to get the analytical expression
for the plasmon modes in graphene in the presence of driving
electric field, even under the long-wavelength approximation.
However, as shown in Fig. 1, we find that the plasmon
frequency in graphene in the presence of a driving electric
field can be fitted by a formula

ω2 = ω2(Te) − (vxqcosϕ)2, (7)

which is a functional form of electric temperature Te and
electric velocity vx determined simultaneously at a given
electric field, with

ω2(Te) = ω2
p

∫ ∞

0

dx

e(x·EF −μ)/kBTe + 1
. (8)
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FIG. 2. The dispersion relation of the plasmon modes for different
electric fields at the fixed electron density and angle ϕ, with kF �
1.77 × 106 cm−1. The corresponding electron velocities and electron
temperatures are given in Fig. 1.

In the absence of the electric field (i.e., vx = 0 and Te = T

with T the lattice temperature), we have

ω2(T ) =
(

2e2q

�2κ

)
[μ + kBT ln(1 + e(−μ/kBT ))], (9)

a well-known result for plasmon frequency in graphene at
T �= 0.

In Fig. 2, we show the dispersion relation of the plasmon
modes in graphene at the fixed electron density and ϕ = 0◦ for
different electric fields. As depicted, the plasmon frequency in
graphene in the presence of driving electric filed maintains the
dependence on q1/2, similar to the case of Fx = 0 [12,33]. We
can see that the plasmon frequency decreases with increasing
electric field over all q regimes. This is attributed to the drifted
distribution of electrons in graphene in the presence of the
driving electric field. This can result in a shift of the plasmon
frequency by the presence of the electric field. We notice that
the plasmon frequency in graphene still ranges from terahertz
to infrared bandwidth when the driving electric field is present.
This implies that plasmons in graphene can couple strongly
with the infrared radiation field [8,10]. The results shown in
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 demonstrate that the plasmon modes in
graphene can be tuned not only by the gate voltage (which
changes mainly the electron density) but also by the driving
electric field.

In Fig. 3, the dispersion relation for coupled plasmon-
phonon modes, �+ and �−, are shown for different driving
electric fields. We can see that the plasmons in graphene
can strongly couple with optical-phonon modes when their
energies match somewhere around q0, which is the crossover
between the uncoupled plasmon energy and optic-phonon
energy (see inset in Fig. 3). As depicted in Fig. 3, when q < q0,
the coupled plasmon-phonon modes in the lower-frequency
branch are plasmonlike. Its frequency depends strongly on
q. For the higher-frequency branch, the plasmon modes are
phononlike, which depends rather weakly on q. When q > q0,
the coupled plasmon-phonon modes in the lower-frequency
branch become phononlike and the higher-frequency branch
is plasmonlike. We find that the q0 value, where the nature of
dispersion relation changes, increases with increasing driving

FIG. 3. The dispersion relation for coupled plasmon-phonon
modes for different electric fields at ϕ = 0◦ and a fixed electron
density, with kF � 1.77 × 106 cm−1. Inset: the dispersion relation
of lower frequency branch of coupled plasmon-phonon frequency
(solid), the uncoupled plasmon frequency (dot) and the optical phonon
frequency (dash) at electron density ne = 1 × 1012 cm2 and Fx = 0
kV/cm. Here q0 is the crossover between the uncoupled plasmon
frequency and optic-phonon frequency. The corresponding electron
velocities and electron temperatures are given in Fig. 1.

electric field. At the point (q0,ωq) where the the uncoupled
plasmon and phonon dispersion across (see, inset in Fig. 3),
the strongest coupling can be achieved because the plasmon
energy matches the optic-phonon energy. One normally can
easily evaluate the strength of the coupling by calculating
the frequency difference between the coupled modes �+
and �− in units of the uncoupled plasmon frequency value
��/ω at q0. Because the plasmon frequency decreases with
increasing driving electric filed as indicated by Fig. 2, q0

increases with Fx . Thus, the plasmon modes couple with
optic phonons at longer wave vectors with increasing Fx .
Moreover, the frequencies of coupled plasmon-phonon modes
in two branches decrease with increasing driving electric
field. We can see that the higher-frequency branch depends
more strongly on Fx . These findings indicate that the driving
electric field can affect rather strongly the interactions between
plasmons and optic phonons in graphene.

Figure 4 shows the angular dependence of the high-
frequency branch (upper panel for q = 2.5kF > q0) and low-
frequency branch (lower panel for q = kF < q0) of coupled
plasmon-phonon modes in graphene for different driving
electric fields at a fixed electron density. We can see that
the angular dependence of the plasmonlike high-frequency
branch when q > q0 and low-frequency branch as q < q0

for coupled plasmon-phonon modes is similar to the plasmon
modes depicted in Fig. 1. For the phononlike high-frequency
branch when q < q0 and low-frequency branch as q > q0, the
coupled plasmon-phonon frequency depends weakly on the
driving electric field, similar to those shown in Fig. 3. We
find that these phononlike modes show a very weak angular
dependence in the presence of Fx .

It has been observed experimentally [24] that, in sharp
contrast to conventional semiconductor-based electronic de-
vices, the current saturation is often incomplete in graphene
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FIG. 4. The angular dependence of the high-frequency branch
(upper panel for q = 2.5kF > q0) and the low-frequency branch
(lower panel for q = kF < q0) of coupled plasmon-phonon modes in
graphene for different driving electric fields at a fixed electron density.
The corresponding electron velocities and electron temperatures are
given in Fig. 1.

samples even at very high Vsd voltages. For example, the
current can still be well measured for a graphene sample when
Vsd > 2 V [24]. The electric field strength Fx used in the
present calculation is within the touch of the experimental
measurements. For example, Fx = 15 kV/cm corresponds
to Vsd = 1.95 V at which the current can be measured
experimentally for graphene devices [24]. Moreover, because
the experimental measurement can be conducted in vacuum
[24], the effect of the polarization or ionization of air by strong
dc electric field can be avoided. Hence, it is possible to observe
experimentally the influence of the driving electric field on
plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon modes in graphene.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have theoretically investigated the plasmon
and coupled plasmon-phonon modes induced by intraband
electron-electron interaction in graphene in the presence
of driving electric field at room temperature. The main
conclusions that we have obtained are as follows.

The frequencies of plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon
modes in graphene depend differently on driving electric field
from those in conventional 2DEG systems with a parabolic
energy spectrum. Because the Fermi velocity of electrons in
graphene is normally much larger than the drift velocity of
electrons, the plasmon and coupled plasmon-phonon modes in
graphene show a weaker angular dependence than that in con-
ventional 2DEG systems. We have found that the plasmon and
coupled plasmon-phonon frequencies in graphene decrease
with increasing driving electric field at room temperature over
all angular and wave-vector regimes. Thus, the plasmon and
coupled plasmon-phonon modes in graphene can be tuned
not only by the gate voltage but also by the driving electric
field. These interesting features allow graphene to be more
conveniently applied as an advanced plasmonic material.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the application of a
driving electric field on graphene is electrically equivalent
to the injection of electrons into the system. This can result
in the generation of plasmon emission. Therefore, graphene
can be applied for both plasmonic detection and generation.
We hope these important theoretical findings can be verified
experimentally.
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